
Name:  __________________________________ 

Home School Partners – American Literature, Week 12: Quiz 5 

Match the following authors on the right with their works on the left.  (One author’s name will be used twice!) 

____ 1. “An Angel in Disguise” A. Bret Harte 

____ 2. “The Luck of Roaring Camp” B. William Cullen Bryant 

____ 3. “Paul Revere’s Ride” C. Ralph Waldo Emerson 

____ 4. “Thanatopsis” D. Oliver Wendell Holmes 

____ 5. “Concord Hymn” E. Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 

____ 6. “Self-Reliance” F. Emma Lazarus 

____ 7. “The New Colossus” G. T. S. Arthur 

____ 8. “Old Ironsides” H. Hugh Jape 

____ 9. By using the phrase “a wall of separation between church and state,” Thomas Jefferson means that ___. 

  (A) only government grants freedom of worship (C) government should not interfere with churches 

  (B) churches should not rely on state protection  (D) Christian morality has no place in government 

____ 10. In “Thanatopsis,” the author tries to comfort those near death by saying what two things? (Choose two.) 

____  (A) Those who die will be with the Lord. (C) Jesus has triumphed over death and the grave. 

  (B) The earth makes a beautiful tomb. (D) Everyone dies, including even the greatest people. 

____ 11. In “Old Ironsides,” the poem’s author suggests the ship be ___, but probably really hopes it will be ___. 

  (A)  sunk, restored    (B)  put in a museum, sunk    (C)  restored, sunk    (D)  sunk, put in a museum 

____ 12. The line “Fired the shot heard ‘round the world” in “Concord Hymn” refers to an event during the ___. 

  (A)  Civil War    (B)  French and Indian War    (C)  War of 1812    (D)  Revolutionary War 

____ 13. The line “Keep, ancient lands, your storied pomp!” in the poem “The New Colossus” means ___. 

  (A) “America, you’re an old and rich nation.”  (C) “Hey, old world, be snobs—America won’t be!” 

  (B) “We hope to build traditions like other lands.” (D) “Thank you, Europe, for sending us your people.” 

____ 14. The author of “Self-Reliance” says that “nothing is at last sacred but ___.” 

  (A)  the Word of God    (B)  the integrity of your own mind    (C)  both of these    (D)  neither of these 

____ 15. The overall impression of the essay “Self-Reliance” is one of an author who ___. 

  (A)  trusts God first, then himself    (B)  is insecure    (C)  puts himself in God’s position    (D)  all of these 

____ 16. In “The Luck of Roaring Camp,” how does Thomas Luck’s arrival affect the camp? 

  (A)  It cleans it up.    (B)  It increases crime.     (C)  It makes it poorer.    (D)  It makes it a little rowdier. 

____ 17. The events in “The Luck of Roaring Camp” remind the reader of the Biblical accounts of ___. 

  (A)  Samson and Jonah    (B)  Jonah and Noah    (C)  Abraham and Joseph    (D)  Noah and John the Baptist 

____ 18. Which word best describes Mrs. Thompson at the beginning of “An Angel in Disguise”? 

  (A)  tolerant    (B)  strong    (C)  quiet    (D)  bitter    (E)  gluten-free 

____ 19. In “An Angel in Disguise,” the reason Maggie is not quickly adopted is because she is ___. 

  (A)  too old   (B)  bedridden    (C)  mentally handicapped    (D)  blind 

____ 20. “An Angel in Disguise” hints that Mrs. Thompson’s first attitude toward Maggie reflects her (Mrs. T’s) ___. 

  (A) hard life of growing up in an orphanage  (C) lack of ability to have children of her own 

  (B) off-and-on struggles with alcoholism  (D) excitement at finally being able to adopt a child 

____________ BONUS (+5): 

____________ Why does Mr. Thompson tell Mrs. Thompson he intends to take Maggie to the poorhouse soon? 

____________ 
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  (A)  sunk, restored    (B)  put in a museum, sunk    (C)  restored, sunk    (D)  sunk, put in a museum 

D 12. The line “Fired the shot heard ‘round the world” in “Concord Hymn” refers to an event during the ___. 

  (A)  Civil War    (B)  French and Indian War    (C)  War of 1812    (D)  Revolutionary War 

C 13. The line “Keep, ancient lands, your storied pomp!” in the poem “The New Colossus” means ___. 

  (A) “America, you’re an old and rich nation.”  (C) “Hey, world, be snobs—America welcomes all.” 
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B 14. The author of “Self-Reliance” says that “nothing is at last sacred but ___. 

  (A)  “the ancient creeds”    (B)  “the integrity of your own mind”    (C)  both of these    (D)  neither of these 

C 15. The overall impression of the essay “Self-Reliance” is one of an author who ___. 

  (A)  trusts God first, then himself    (B)  is insecure    (C)  puts himself in God’s position    (D)  all of these 

A 16. In “The Luck of Roaring Camp,” how does Thomas Luck’s arrival affect the camp? 

  (A)  It cleans it up.    (B)  It increases crime.     (C)  It makes it poorer.    (D)  It makes it a little rowdier. 

B 17. Events in “The Luck of Roaring Camp” remind the reader of the two Biblical accounts of ___. 

  (A)  Samson and Jonah    (B)  Jonah and Noah    (C)  Abraham and Joseph    (D)  Noah and John the Baptist 

D 18. Which word best describes Mrs. Thompson at the beginning of “An Angel in Disguise”? 

  (A)  tolerant    (B)  strong    (C)  quiet    (D)  bitter    (E)  gluten-free 

B 19. In “An Angel in Disguise,” the reason Maggie is not quickly adopted is because she is ___. 

  (A)  too old   (B)  bedridden    (C)  mentally handicapped    (D)  blind 

C 20. “An Angel in Disguise” hints that Mrs. Thompson’s initial attitude toward Maggie reflects her (Mrs. T’s) ___. 

  (A) hard life of growing up in an orphanage  (C) lack of ability to have children of her own 

  (B) off-and-on struggles with alcoholism  (D) excitement at finally being able to adopt a child 

He’s testing her to BONUS (+5): 

see if she wants to Why does Mr. Thompson tell Mrs. Thompson he intends to take Maggie to the poorhouse soon? 

keep Maggie. 


